The frozen local hole approximation ͑FLHA͒ is an adiabatic approximation which is aimed to simplify the correlation calculations of valence and conduction bands of solids and polymers or, more generally, of the ionization potentials and electron affinities of any large system. Within this approximation correlated local hole states ͑CLHSs͒ are explicitly generated by correlating local Hartree-Fock ͑HF͒ hole states, i.e., ͑N −1͒-particle determinants in which the electron has been removed from a local occupied orbital. The hole orbital and its occupancy are kept frozen during these correlation calculations, implying a rather stringent configuration selection. Effective Hamilton matrix elements are then evaluated with the above CLHSs; diagonalization finally yields the desired correlation corrections for the cationic hole states. We compare and analyze the results of the FLHA with the results of a full multireference configuration interaction with single and double excitations calculation for two prototype model systems, ͑H 2 ͒ n ladders and H -͑Be͒ n -H chains. Excellent numerical agreement between the two approaches is found. Comparing the FLHA with a full correlation treatment in the framework of quasidegenerate variational perturbation theory reveals that the leading contributions in the two approaches are identical. In the same way it could be shown that a much less demanding self-consistent field ͑SCF͒ calculation around a frozen local hole fully recovers, up to first order, all the leading single excitation contributions. Thus, both the FLHA and the above SCF approximation are well justified and provide a very promising and efficient alternative to fully correlated wave-function-based treatments of the valence and conduction bands in extended systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, increasing interest in wave-functionbased correlation methods for excited states in extended systems can be observed. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] This is because one can rely on the very sophisticated numerical methods for molecules which are well established in quantum chemistry. These methods are conceptually very clear and allow for systematic improvement: based on self-consistent field calculations, electron correlation can be included successively by considering determinants of increasing excitation order in configuration interaction ͑CI͒ or related procedures. They yield approximate correlated wave functions from which all quantities of interest can be derived.
Of course, wave-function-based methods are computationally very demanding. In order to arrive at manageable schemes for the description of solids or other extended systems, local orbitals have to be introduced and the local character of electron correlation must rigorously be exploited. Among these local approaches 11 one can distinguish local Møller-Plesset perturbation theory up to second order ͑MP2͒ and coupled electron pair or coupled cluster schemes, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] methods which are based on a Green's function formalism 5, 10 and techniques which use local Hamiltonian matrix elements [1] [2] [3] 6 or other partitioning concepts. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Whereas the first mentioned methods work in infinite systems and aim to truncate the excitation space by an appropriate configuration selection scheme, the effective Hamiltonian approach as well as the other partitioning schemes assemble the correlation effects from finite subsystems ͑embedded fragments͒ which are finally transferred to the infinite system. Most of these methods focus on ground state properties, only Green's function and local Hamiltonian approaches are explicitly designed for excited states. In particular, the local Hamiltonian approach has been used in the past quite successfully to describe the correlation effects on the band structure of covalent solids [1] [2] [3] and polymers. 6 Yet, this approach is quite involved and a more simpler, approximate way of computing the local Hamiltonian has been proposed recently by our laboratory. 30 In this work we want to analyze the guiding approximations introduced in that recent approach, and therefore address the question to what extent it is possible to simplify the correlation calculations by focusing on "frozen" local hole configurations, although, in reality, the electron hole is usually delocalized over the entire system. Intuitively, this frozen local hole approximation is guided by the idea that the shape of the correlation hole which is carried along by a traveling electron is essentially invariant and is thus following the electron hole adiabatically.
A related approach is the frozen core hole approximation 31 for the calculation of core hole states where the core hole orbital is frozen and all other orbitals are allowed to relax during a Hartree-Fock calculation. Such a local view on core holes in bulk materials is also adopted in other wave-function-based investigations on excited core hole states. 32, 33 While it seems quite natural to describe core holes in that way, although in solids even core orbitals are Bloch waves, it is much less obvious that a frozen local hole treatment should also be possible for delocalized valence hole states.
In the following, we will outline the theoretical background of the frozen local hole approximation ͑for valence holes͒ and then present and analyze the numerical results obtained for two model systems, namely ͑H 2 ͒ n ladders and H-͑Be͒ n -H chains. These two examples have been chosen to represent the two cases of prevailing van der Waals and predominantly covalent binding in the neutral ground states. Finally, an analytical, perturbative analysis of the frozen local hole approximation is given.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Starting point for our correlation calculations is the Hartree-Fock ͑HF͒ ground state Slater determinant ͉⌽ 0 N ͘ and energy E 0 N of the N-particle system. The canonical HF orbitals ͉͘ with orbital energies ⑀ are divided into the N / 2 energetically lowest-lying orbitals which are occupied in ͉⌽ 0 N ͘ and the unoccupied, virtual orbitals. Furthermore, the occupied orbitals are subdivided into core and valence orbitals depending on whether they are kept frozen or are active during the subsequent correlation calculation. Within these orbital groups we will switch between delocalized canonical orbitals and localized orbitals, ͕͉͖͘ and ͕͉a͖͘, using unitary transformations, such as
for the occupied orbitals. In order to find the correlated cationic ͑N −1͒-particle states of the system in mind, one first constructs the so-called reference states ͉⌽ i N−1 ͘ of the system by removing one electron out of one of the valence orbitals ͉i͘:
The so-generated canonical hole states ͉⌽ N−1 ͘ and local hole states ͉⌽ a N−1 ͘ are connected via
Since we are only dealing with cationic states here we will omit the upper index ͑N −1͒ in the following. In fact, the eigenstates of the CI matrix in the reference space are the canonical hole states of the system according to Koopmans theorem. 34 It is important to note that in an infinite system the canonical orbitals do not relax upon removal of an electron, and thus, Koopmans theorem does not imply any approximation.
Including correlation effects one arrives at correlated wave functions ͉⌿ ͘ with energies E . In analogy to Eq. ͑2͒ we then define so-called correlated local hole states ͉⌿ a ͘ ͑see Fig. 1͒ ,
and an effective Hamilton matrix
The effective Hamiltonian Ĥ eff is constructed such that diagonalizing its local matrix representation H = eff precisely yields the desired correlated energies E of the cationic states. Thus, provided one knows the correlated local hole states ͉⌿ a ͘ defined in Eq. ͑3͒, one can find the cationic energies by simply solving a small eigenvalue problem.
Within our frozen local hole approach we do not follow the three-step process depicted in Fig. 1 but directly generate approximate correlated local hole states ͑CLHSs͒ ͉⌿ a ͘ by performing separate correlation calculations for each reference state ͉⌽ a ͘ during which the hole in the localized orbital ͉a͘ is kept frozen. This implies a configuration selection where only those configurations are used in which the hole in ͉a͘ is maintained. In the case of a CI with single and double excitations ͓CI͑SD͔͒ calculation the approximate localized hole states ͉⌿ a ͘ take on the following form:
The indices x , xЈ ͕ā , b , b , ...͖ run over all the remaining valence electrons, with ā being the electron with opposite spin to the removed electron a. v , vЈ denote the electrons in the virtual orbitals. Thus, e.g., ͉⌽ a,ā v ͘ is the 2h1p configuration with no electrons remaining in the spatial orbital associated with a, whereas ͉⌽ a,b v ͘ contains holes in two different spatial orbitals. Obviously, the configuration spaces for the different hole states ͉⌿ a ͘ are overlapping. Excited configurations with holes in two or more valence orbitals ͉a͘ , ͉b͘ ,... are, in fact, present in the correlation calculations of each reference state ͉⌽ a ͘ , ͉⌽ b ͘ ,... ͑see Fig. 6͒ . As we will see in detail later, this fact does not harm the procedure. On the contrary, it is important to build up the correlation effects in the final, delocalized hole states properly through a suitable mixing of the configurations in the final diagonalization step of the effective Hamiltonian ͑4͒,
where
Note that the individual approximated CLHSs ͉⌿ a ͘ are not orthonormal with respect to each other. Thus, one has to solve a generalized eigenvalue problem here ͑with S ab = ͗⌿ a ͉ ⌿ b ͘ being the overlap matrix͒ in order to arrive at the approximate canonical hole states ͉⌿ ͘ and the approximate hole state energies Ẽ .
III. APPLICATIONS
As first applications of the frozen local hole approximation ͑FLHA͒ we choose two simple model systems, ͑H 2 ͒ n ladders ͑see Fig. 2͒ and linear H -͑Be͒ n -H chains, for which we compare and analyze the results of the approximation with the results of the corresponding complete multireference CI͑SD͒ ͓MRCI͑SD͔͒ calculation. All results are obtained by using the MOLPRO program package, 35 in particular, the MRCI͑SD͒ option. [36] [37] [38] Usually sp correlation consistent polarized valence double zeta ͑cc-pVDZ͒ basis sets by Dunning 39 are used for H and Be except for the terminating H atoms in the Be chains which are described by a reduced s cc-pVDZ basis. The same reduced basis set had to be used for the calculations on the ͑H 2 ͒ 5 + chain. The Be-H distance has been set to 1.37 Å which is the equilibrium distance found in all neutral chains of length n = 4 -10. The computation of the Hartree-Fock ground state of the neutral system ͉⌽ 0 N ͘ yields the canonical Hartree-Fock orbitals and energies. The energies of the cationic hole states on the frozen-orbital HF level are extracted from these orbital energies according to Koopmans theorem. Subsequently, the set of valence orbitals is localized by means of the Foster-Boys procedure 40 and is used for the construction of the localized hole states ͕͉⌽ a ͖͘. Each ͉⌽ a ͘ is then separately correlated in a CI͑SD͒ calculation with the above-described configuration selection, where only those single and double excitations are allowed with a hole in the localized orbital ͉a͘. In order to achieve this configuration restriction within the MOLPRO program, one has to declare all valence and unoccupied orbitals as active orbitals. The maximum number of active orbitals is fixed to 32 in the MOLPRO code, which only allowed us to handle the relatively small chains and basis sets chosen here. Nevertheless, the effects of the approximation can be studied very well in these model systems.
The results for the ͑H 2 ͒ 3 + and ͑H 2 ͒ 5 + ladders are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . Here, the total energies of the hole states on the frozen-orbital HF, the MRCI͑SD͒, and the FLHA level are depicted in dependence of the distance between the H 2 units. In accordance with the number of valence orbitals, and thus possible hole states, we find three and five low-lying cationic states of ͑H 2 ͒ 3 + and ͑H 2 ͒ 5 + , respectively. The spread of the energies of these states gives an estimate for the width of the valence band in the infinite chain. In their lowest states the cationic ͑H 2 ͒ n ladders are stable. Compared with the frozen-orbital HF data, very pronounced correlation and relaxation effects are observed: In the case of the ͑H 2 ͒ 3 + chain the lowest-lying state is lowered by about 2.9 eV at its equilibrium distance, which is slightly shifted from R eq = 1.7 to 1.6 Å, and the potential well is deepened from 1.6 to 1.9 eV. For the high-lying states of ͑H 2 ͒ 3 + we find an overall energetical lowering of about 3 eV through correlation and relaxation in the sp cc-pVDZ basis. For the ͑H 2 ͒ 5 + states the correlation and relaxation effects also amount to 3 eV. This value has to be compared with the value of 1.9 eV one obtains for ͑H 2 ͒ 3 + when calculated in the reduced s cc-pVDZ basis set. The most important finding in the present context, however, is that all the described effects are very well accounted for by the frozen local hole approximation. The FLHA curves follow the MRCI reference data very closely with the only noticeable slight deviations at the outer left edge of the potential curves.
In order to make sure that this excellent agreement is not only an artifact of the relatively weak van der Waals binding between the H 2 units in the neutral chain, and thus the large spatial separation of the occupied orbitals, we choose the predominantly covalently bound H -͑Be͒ n -H chains as second application. There, adjacent localized orbitals actually share one Be atom. For all systems considered, H -͑Be͒ 3 -H through H -͑Be͒ 5 -H, the FLHA and the "exact" MRCI͑SD͒ data agree very well. In the following, we only want to discuss in detail the results for the smallest system Be 3 H 2 + shown in Fig. 5 . The calculated correlated potential energy curves for the two lowest cationic states exhibit shallow minima at Be-Be distances of R eq = 2.3 and 2.4 Å. For the most stable cationic state of Be 3 H 2 the correlation energies vary from about 1.1 eV at the minima to about 1.5 eV for small and large Be-Be distances.
The dominating configurations of the two lowest cationic states are the two reference configurations ͉⌽ a ͘ and ͉⌽ b ͘ which result from taking one electron out of one of the highest occupied molecular orbitals ͑HOMOs͒ of the HF determinant. The corresponding localized orbitals are centered at the Be-Be bonds ͑see top row of Fig. 7͒ . Within the FLHA two configuration spaces I and II are constructed, built upon the two reference configurations ͉⌽ a ͘ and ͉⌽ b ͘. They are shown schematically in Fig. 6 
v ͒͘ / ͱ 2 and are thus both attributed to the overlap region I പ II.
In the present example, no substantial saving in the computational cost can be gained from using the FLHA, since we substitute the single MRCI͑SD͒ calculation by two CI calculations with configuration spaces of almost the same size as the original one. But this will change dramatically with bigger systems because a given configuration can be found in at most three different configuration spaces. E.g., the doubleexcited configuration ͉⌽ a,b,c v,vЈ ͘ would only be part of the configuration spaces generated from the reference configurations ͉⌽ a ͘, ͉⌽ b ͘ and ͉⌽ c ͘. Once suitable cutoff criteria are introduced, the configuration spaces of each reference configuration remain finite no matter how large the systems become, and since the number of these spaces only grows linearly with system size the FLHA directly leads to an O͑N͒ method.
Coming back to the discussion of the Be 3 H 2 results, only a few configurations with noticeable weights ͑Ͼ0.05͒ are found in the approximated correlated local hole states ͉⌿ a ͘ and ͉⌿ b ͘ ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒-analyzed at the equilibrium distance of about 2.3 Å. The same holds true for the "full" canonical MRCI wave functions, ͉⌿ 1 MRCI ͘ and ͉⌿ 2 MRCI ͘. In order to enable an analysis of the individual correlation contributions, we also localize the virtual orbitals, although this is by no means a prerequisite of our FLHA. All relevant configurations contain excitations into one of the four pairwise degenerated virtual orbitals shown in Fig. 7 . The first pair, named c x * and c y * , is localized at the central Be atom; the other pair, a * and b * , represents antibonding orbitals on the two Be-Be bonds.
In Table I . For all spin-adapted single determinants considered here: the reference configurations, the single and double excitations into the antibonding orbitals a * and b * and the 3h2p configurations involving the orbitals c x * and c y * , an excellent agreement is found between the approximate and the exact CI coefficients of the holes states with deviations well below 10% in most of the cases. In contrast to our initial expectation, no cancellation of artificial, orbital-relaxation-based contributions in the FLHA wave functions occurs. All configurations which are important in the CLHSs also contribute significantly to ͑at least͒ one of the final hole states ͉⌿ 1 ͘ and ͉⌿ 2 ͘. Apparently, the ultimate diagonalization step just mixes the individual contributions in such a way that the delocalized nature of the hole states is recovered, precisely as one would expect for an adiabatic approximation.
IV. PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS
To understand why the FLHA works so well, we switch from the MRCI level of theory to quasidegenerate variational perturbation theory 41 ͑QDVPT͒ and try to find the leading contributions in both the exact hole state and the approximate hole states according to the FLHA. Within QDVPT the correlated wave functions ͉⌿ ͘ of a system are written as
where ͉⌿ M ͘ = P ͉⌿ ͘ are the projections of the correlated wave functions ͉⌿ ͘ onto the space M spanned by the local Hartree-Fock hole configurations ͕͉⌽ a ͖͘, and ⍀ is an operator which acts on the "model space" M and provides the full, correlated wave functions ͉⌿ ͘. It is assumed that the ͉⌿ ͘ are those eigenstates of the hole system which are dominated by the single determinants forming the model space and, in particular, that the projections ͉⌿ M ͘ remain linear independent. In fact,
where Q = ͚ I ͉⌽ I ͗͘⌽ I ͉ is the projector onto the orthogonal complement of the model space and the configurations ͉⌽ I ͘ run over all single, double, and higher excitations one can form from the local model space configurations ͕͉⌽ a ͖͘. In first order perturbation theory the wave operator ⍀ is given by
Here, we take the zeroth order Hamiltonian H 0 to consist of the diagonal terms of the Fock operator only, i.e., Fig. 7͒ . The indices S and T refer to spin-adapted configurations with a singlet-and tripletlike linear combination of the remaining electrons in a and b, respectively. The next two columns show the CI coefficients ␣ I and ␤ I of the approximate correlated hole states ͉⌿ a ͘ and ͉⌿ b ͘, respectively, as defined in Eq. ͑5͒, followed by the CI coefficients of the hole states ͉⌿ =1 ͘ and ͉⌿ =2 ͘ after the diagonalization step ͑7͒. They are to be compared with the CI coefficients ␣ 1,I
MRCI and ␣ 2,I MRCI of the "exact" MRCI wave functions ͉⌿ =1 
is employed throughout. The ͉ i ͘ are the ͑localized͒ HartreeFock orbitals of the neutral N-electron system. Using that form of the wave operator as variational ansatz for the eigenstates of the hole system, i.e.,
leads to the following effective secular matrix:
where, for the sake of simplicity, the contributions arising from the double excitations ͉⌽ abc vw ͘ are not shown explicitly.
They comprise terms such as −͚ aϽb,vϽw ͗⌽ e ͉ Ĥ ͉ ⌽ abf vw ͘ ͗vw ͉͉ab͘ / ͑ v + w − a − b ͒ which also contain the MP2 ground state correlation energy of the neutral system reduced by the so-called "loss of ground-state correlation." 26 This variational treatment is not what is usually done in QDVPT, but to proceed this way allows to find the direct link to the frozen local hole approximation we are looking for.
In the first step of the FLHA, the model space configurations and the excited configurations are restricted to those determinants which already contain a hole in a particular local occupied orbital ͉ h ͘, such that the wave operator reduces to
Only single excitations ͉⌽ ah v ͘ with respect to the given local hole configuration ͉⌽ h ͘ show up here together with the double excitations ͉⌽ abh vw ͘ already present in the full wave operator ⍀ given in Eq. ͑10͒. Inspection of that equation reveals that these restricted wave operators are precisely the leading terms in the full wave operator ⍀ , in the sense that
where the remainder
contains all terms in which the three occupied spin orbitals ͉a͘, ͉b͘, and ͉c͘ are all different, while the leading terms are made up by all those contributions in which two of the hole indices coincide. The final secular matrix of the frozen local hole approach,
is then given by
͑20͒
which is again precisely the leading coinciding-hole-indices part of the full effective Hamiltonian H gh eff ͑plus the always present zeroth order contribution E 0 N ␦ gh − F hg ͒. Thus, up to first order perturbation theory the FLHA can be understood as a simple neglection of all three-distinct-spin-orbital single-excitation contributions to the wave operator ⍀ and the resulting effective Hamiltonian.
A further simplification of the FLHA can be achieved by treating the ͑N −1͒-particle system with a frozen local hole on the Hartree-Fock level only. This has already been done with some success in our "simplified method" to correlation effects in band structures. 30 Orbital relaxation around the localized hole is the only effect which can be accounted for in this approach and we want to analyze here to which extent the correlation effects in the ͑N −1͒-particle system can be mimicked this way.
Removal of an electron from a fixed localized occupied spin orbital ͉ h ͘ leads to the following modified Fock operator F FLH ͑h͒:
with ͗i͉V͉j͘ = ͑1 − ␦ ij ͒F ij − ͗ih ʈ jh͘.
͑21͒
Up to first order in the perturbation potential V the relaxed Hartree-Fock orbitals ͉ i ͑h͒͘ which result from diagonalizing F FLH ͑h͒ under the constraint that ͉ h ͘ remains unchanged read as
and the corresponding Slater determinant
Excitations into occupied spin orbitals ͉ j ͘ other than ͉ a ͘ and ͉ h ͘ are not possible in the 2h1p configurations ͉⌽ ah j ͘. Thus, j only runs over the virtual orbitals and one has
where ⍀ single FLH ͑h͒ is the restricted wave operator ⍀ FLH ͑h͒ from Eq. ͑16͒ after neglection of all double excitations. Obviously, up to first order, the local frozen hole wave function obtained on the Hartree-Fock level is identical to the single-excitation correlated local hole state ⍀ single FLH ͑h͉͒⌽ h ͘ of the system ͓see Eq. ͑16͔͒. This result is somewhat surprising at first glance, because it tells that what formally looks like pure orbital relaxation around a frozen local defect is actually bare electron correlation, particularly in an infinite system where there is no orbital relaxation. But even for a finite system this is not evident, because relaxation around a local hole is clearly distinct from relaxation due to the missing of an electron in a delocalized canonical orbital. It also tells that performing a Hartree-Fock calculation around a frozen local hole rather than much more demanding wave-function-based correlation calculations is a rather promising approximation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The so-called frozen local hole approximation ͑FLHA͒ has been analyzed in this study. It presents a method that allows to perform correlation calculations for cationic and anionic ͑N ±1͒-electron systems in a much more efficient way than running a full quantum chemical correlation calculation such as MRCI͑SD͒. In this work we were focusing on cationic holes states, but, in a totally analog way, the approximation can also be applied to anionic electron attachment states ͑as done in Ref. 30͒ .
The FLHA is a two-step procedure: In the first step, the electron to be removed is assumed to reside in a given, fixed local occupied orbital and standard wave-function-based correlation calculations are performed in order to find the correlation hole around each of these local holes. Because of the frozen character of the given hole orbital the configuration space is substantially reduced in these correlation calculations. Therefore, the approximation is a perfect, linear scaling divide-and-conquer approach. In the second step, the many-body Hamiltonian matrix elements with the correlated local hole states generated in the first step are evaluated and the resulting effective Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized. In this way, the hole can delocalize over the whole system to form proper Bloch states. Hence, the FLHA can be understood as an adiabatic treatment, in which the shape of the correlation hole around each electron hole is kept fixed during the final hybridization of the correlated local hole states.
It has been shown numerically for two sample systems, ͑H 2 ͒ n ladder chains and hydrogen terminated linear H-͑Be͒ n -H chains, that the FLHA performs astonishingly well. Potential energy curves have been calculated on the MRCI͑SD͒ level of theory, and deviations of at most 0.1 eV between a full correlation calculation and the frozen local hole approach were found, both for systems with localized orbitals from van der Waals bound H 2 chains and from covalent Be chains.
Using quasidegenerate variational perturbation theory, it was possible to demonstrate that the FLHA indeed assembles all leading terms of a full correlation calculation. Actually, the approximation consists in a neglection of all threedistinct-hole-site single-excitation contributions over those where ͑at least͒ two hole orbitals coincide. Furthermore, it could be shown that the correlation calculation around a frozen local hole can very well be replaced by a numerically much less demanding SCF calculation. In first order perturbation theory the resulting orbital relaxations are totally equivalent to the single-excitation correlation effects around a frozen local hole.
